Harrison James Bb Ph Indicator
ExperimentBb =Bromothymol Blue

WALT

➔ Make observations
➔ Make inferences
➔ Make connections
➔ Create wonderings

Method

1. Fill cup with approx ¼ cup of water
2. Add a few drops of BB
3. Place a straw in the liquid
4. Blow air through the straw
(like you are blowing bubbles with no spill)

Hypothesis

When we blow into the straw I predict that bubbles will form on top
of the water and they will be yellow.

Observation

as we dropped the bb into the water it slowly blended into the
water, making it blue. As we blew into the water it slowly changed
from blue to purple to green and finally to a yellow.

Inference

when we blew into the water we released carbon dioxide into the
water converting the water with bb into a light acid.

Universal
Indicator pH
Colour chart

What has pH got What has ph got to do with Antarctica?
to do with
- sea ice, Antarctica has a lot of sea ice and sea ice has a large
Antarctica?
amount of salt. Salt is also very acidic. The ph of salt is mostly 7.
The ph level for fish is 6.5-9 meaning that if ice melts in Antarctica
the ph level of 7 could drop because there is a larger amount of
salt meaning fish can die from low ph.

What is the
blue solution
we used?

Bromothymol Blue Indicator Solution

Reflection on
Hypothesis

My hypothesis was partly correct because the solution did turn
yellow but the bubbles did not stay on top of the water for a lomg
period of time.

How does this
experiment
relate to your
daily life?
E.g. classroom,
home

This experiment relates to my daily life because it’s talking about
environmental issues such as the ocean.

Reflection on
your learning

I feel that I would rate my learning at the solo level of Extended
Abstract because I have taken my information and compared it to
an environmental issue and come up with the problem.

This also relates to my life because it is talking about ph levels and
acidification, an example of this is a swimming pool. You have to
measure the ph levels and add chlorine and other chemicals to
maintain a neutral ph level.
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